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COSMIC ENERGY THEORY By   Dr.Palakkal Nagaraj

Cosmic R&D Scientist

Cosmic energy is the highest form of all kind of life force that is omnipresent, 
omnipotent, and omniscient- which exists in the earth cosmos, between the 
galaxies, and in the space. It is this energy that animates life and maintains 
balance in the entire universe. This same principle is applicable to the life of the 
human being, society, states, nations, continent, the world and it goes on regardless to 
the cast, creed and colour.

It also involves the origin and evolution of the universe, from the Big Bang to today 
and on into the future. Cosmology it is the scientific study of the origin, evolution, and 
eventual fate of the universe, world, nations, states, societies and an individual human 
being too.

In detail, it is an explanation of the origin, evolution, and eventual fate of the 
universe, from a religious perspective and same is applicable to an individual too. 
This may include beliefs on origin in the form of a creation myth, subsequent 
evolution, current organizational form and nature, and eventual fate or destiny. There 
are various traditions in religion or religious mythology asserting how and why 
everything is the way it is and the significance of it all. Religious cosmologies describe 
the spatial lay-out of the universe in terms of the world in which people typically dwell 
as well as other dimensions, such as the seven dimensions of religion; these are 
ritual, experience and emotional, narrative and mythical, doctrinal, ethical, social, 
and material. Religious mythologies may include descriptions of an act or process 
of creation by a creator deity or a larger pantheon of deities, explanations of the 
transformation of chaos into order, or the assertion that existence is a matter of 
endless cyclical transformations.

Dr.Palakkal a Cosmic Research and Development Scientist actively involved in 
transformations of various part of the world from National Prospective to an Individual 
Prospective and vice versa. He have been in the Research and Development of 
cosmic energy for the past 15 years entered through the Ancient Siddha Tradition 
and has crossed the barrier of spirituality plane over the material plane of the life 
and transformation.

His case study and implementation of cosmic energy from a higher vibrational 
frequency from the subtle level and centrifugal force of the universe and bringing it 
to the lover material plane of the nations and individuals has created great results in 
the various continent and across the region for a particular cause. He has been in 
Planning and Implementation from the Cosmic Subtle level similar of the role of a 
central computer system imparting Peace, Harmony, Love and Prosperity in the 
Society, States and Nations across the World.

While doing all type of Planning and Implementation on a National or State level, 
Dr.Palakkal ensure along with top level leaders benefits from his Research and 
Development Skills, he ensure that the lover vibrational level individuals, society, 
states and country men too embrace the benefits of Peace, Harmony, Love and 
Happiness as he is aiming for a HAPPY WORLD.




